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A study of approximtely 10 months of Explorer 14 
observations of energetic electrons (E > 1.6 MeV) in the outer 
radiation zone near t he  geomagnetic equator I Am\ < 25O 
shows that if the  0Ilmidirectior.al intensity measmements are 
organized i n  a: B-L system based upon surface measurements of 
the geomagnetic field, a large local-time dependence of 
intensities on a given Eshell is observed beyond L 2: 6. 
The 'average' isoflux contour J~ = 10 (cm*-sec) in a 
L-locaZ. time coordinate system is at L - 10 (mAxium L) and 
at L - 8 (minimMn L) near the loc-ki. noon snd midnight 
meridians, respectively. For the contours of higher intensities 
(and hence d e r  radial distances) this local-tbe varistion 
4 weakens; for J~ = 10 (Cm2-sec)-l, maxirmrm L - 7 near local 
noon, minimum L 3: 6 near local midriight. 
satellite at 6.6 
diurnal variation i n  electron (E 3 1.6 MeV) intensity by a 
2 -1 
9 
a geostationary 
(earth radi i )  should observe an average 
factor - 50. At higher magnetic latitudes, 1 > 2 5 O Y  
near local noon, the electron (E > 1.6 MeV) intemity profiles 
were of'ten not monotonically decreasing with increasing radial 
distance beyond - 5 as were the profiles at  lower magnetic 
latitudes but displayed fbqueiit secondary peaks of intensity 
3 
fkam 5 t o  12 
mechanism for energetic electrons E: 1 k V  in the local day 
portion of the magnetosphere. 
electron (E > 1.6 bkv) intensities &served near the -tic 
equatorial plane are consistent with the expected distOrtion of 
the geomagnetic field in these re@;ions by the solar wind. 
which may be indicative of an scceleration 
The diurnal variations clf 
i 
. 
4 
I. 1-
!Fk distortion of  the geomsgnetic field by the flow of 
p l - 9  or solas wind, paat the earth has been actively 
*=tigated bs Qapman and F~T~z’o  11931, 19333 3 m Y  
h9581, ~ e a r d  [w~o, 19623, Eiadgley anit  vis C~g631, Mead 
[1*3, snd others. 
geomgzetic Held ham shown that the geamagnetic field is 
terminated at - 10 
along the earth-sun direction [Cahill and Amazeen, 1963; Ness 
e t  al., 19641, that the radial distance to this boundary, or 
ma$netopause, increSSe8 to - 15 5 for measurements obtained 
near the local morning meridian, and that the geomagnetic f ie ld  
on the night side of the earth is d r a m  out in  the anti-solar 
direction to beyond 30 and is characterized by a neutral 
sheet near the solar-me#&aspherfc equatorial plane [Ness, 
1w3. 
turnbe reflected in the spatial distributions of charged 
particles in the magnetosphere [l&lville, 1960; Hones, 1963; 
-elit, 19641j tk?e convenient B and L coordinates 
[McIlwain, 196l1 as derived frm a surface expansion of the 
geomagnetic fyepd lose much of their effectivenees beyond 
L - 6. 
Recent direct measurements of the distant 
(earth radii) geocentric radial distance 
Such large distortions of the geomagnetic field must i n  
Since low-altitude ( - 1,OOo km) observations of 
5 
trapped snd of precipitated char& pastides are rat& to 
pbexxmena occulTing i n  the distant magnetosphere xta the 
geoapaignetic lines of force diurnal variations in the intensities 
of tbese particles are to be expected and have been obeerPed 
CO'Brien, 1963; Frank et al., 1964; McDiarmid and Burruws, 
1964; W i l l l a m s  and palmer, 19651. In situ measurements of 
loc&-ti.me asymnetries in the spatial distribution of charged 
particles in the distant magnetosphere have been obtain& by 
Frank e t  E&. 119633, Rank [19651, Anderson et  al. Clg651, 
and othere. 
t i m e  aepenaence of the radial extent of ene=tic electron 
(E > 1.6 MeV) intensities in the outer radistion zone near 
the g;eamagnetic equator observed with Explorer 14. 
-- 
Tlre present investigation disccsses the locab 
. 
. 
6 
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The 1ongeVrt.y of Explorer 14 (effectively contintlous 
transmission of data f’run 2 October 1902 t o  8 A u g u s t  1963) and 
its highly eccentric orbit (apogee altitude 98,533 km and 
perigee altitude 283 laa at launch) alluwed a mique survey of 
the outer radiation zone with respect t o  a nearly complete 
local-time survey of outer zone phemmna over a large range 
of geocentric radial distssces and ne- the geumagnetic 
equatorial plane utilizing the same instrumentation. The S U I  
detector camplenent of Geiger-Mueller tubes included a 
shielded 302 G.M. tube (EG = 0.1 e 0.05) CIIL for coilnting 
electrons E > 1.6 MeV for typical outer zorte electron 
spectrums) &id adequate simultsneo~w measurements of the 
intensities of lower energy (E > 40 keV) electrons t o  
ascertain that t h i s  detector was not responding t o  electron 
bremsstrahlung (see Frank, Van Allen, and Hills [1$41 for a 
2 
detailed description of this instrumentation). 
7 
Obserpations of sqpetosptk.91.i~ phenaaaens with pscplarer 14 
irreldle gpprmdiaately 300 pa88ea with rea6cmaLy cant- 
-q coperage through the aurter radiation zone. O f  present 
- S t  asC w-t&fVe SCtS Of CantouF8 Oi the 8rhielbed 
3W G.M* tube response t o  penetrating, outer zone electrons 
(B > 1.6 MeV) as a function of geocentric radial distance for 
lrelected ranges of wprmetic latitude and of local time of 
88telUte apaga porrition. Figure 1 di6pla;yrr a set of flve 
contours dbtahed mer the period 21-28 Pkbruary 1963 rhen the 
direction fraag the center of the eurth t o  satellite apqpe 
position time - 22:~) was near the anti-solar 
direction. The relative response of the 302 G.M. tube is 
shown in 1 (and the following pigures 2 and 3), but the 
true cauntiag rate! of' the detector may be determined by noting 
that the comnic ray rate (WW line) corre lsp~nde 
to 1.6 counts ( 6 e ~ ) ~ ' .  Both inbound and aufbauad passe8 hawe 
teen iaclrded i n  1 (somecliptic htituies of 
-10. -10', respectively, at 75,000 h geocentric radial 
distance) and passes with various low magnetic latitudes have 
been included in order to provide an abridged catalog of 
typical profiles near the! magnetic equatorial plane. The radia3 
extent of measurable response of t h e  302 G.M. tube over back- 
ground counting rates in Figure 1 on *he night side of the 
earth mar the magnetic eqyatorisl plane is typically 
53,OOO-6C,OOO km for the range of magnetic latitudes 
sanpled, or if a B-L coordiaate system 88 derived from 
magnetic field measuremnts a t  the surface of the  ear th  
[McIlwain, 1%11 i s  adopted the corresponding L - 8. Use of 
the m m u i e n t  B-L coordinates i n  the present ifivestigation 
iS to prcrvide a charged particle coordinate system based upon 
surface measurements of the earth's magnetic field which, 
assuming negligible electric drm terms, rapid diffksion 
(on a time scales  one l o n g i t a n d  d r i f t  period), etc., i3 
turn fieids m- indirect t e s t  of the distortion of the 
geormgnetic field by requiring a degeneracy in the observed 
omidirectionzl intensities of charged particles on a given 
E s h e l l  with respect to local time an6 also to Am = -Am 
(i.e., symmetrywith respect t o  the geamagnetic equator). 
Asymmetry of the isoflux contours of electrons (E > 1.6 MeV) 
wi€h respect t o  the geomagnetic equator beyond - 6 % at l o w  
latitudes has already been observed [Frank, 19651 j the present 
investigation is concerned with the isoflux contours near the 
magnetic equatoziril plane as a function of local time. The 
9 
W secondary peak of intensities a t  45,000 t o  60,OOO km for 
the contour of 21-22 Februsry 1963 of Figure 1 is typical of 
several contours obtained by Explorer 14 on the night of the 
eaxth but are much more corrmonly observed for high latitude 
passes near the local noon meridian (cf. Figure 3). 
radial extent of measurable electron (E > 1.6 MeV) intensities 
near the magnetic equator neas the local noon meridian observed 
during the period 30 May-15 June 1963 as shown i n  Figure 2 
is typically 70,000 t o  80,OOO km (L 2: 12). Further comparison 
with Figure 1 which displays typical profiles near the midnight 
meridian at similar magnetic latitudes s h m  that the midnight 
profiles rise significantly more rapidly as a fUxtion of 
radid distance than the profiles near 10ca.l mon of Figure 2. 
The profiles at a given local time and range of magnetic 
latitude show a high degree of consistemy i n  their  gross 
cf-macteristics. Hence it is of interest t n  sumarize the 
large body of Explorer 14 messurements as exemplified above 
in terms of isoflux contours near the geomagnetic equatorial 
plane in a geocentric radial distance (or L)--local time 
coordinate system. 
The 
Alt3ough the present investigation stresses measurements 
of the intensities of electrons (E > 1.6 E4eV) near the geo- 
. 
10 
magnetic equatorial plane, a few samples of typical profiles 
at the higher magnetic latitudes reached by Explorer 14 near the 
local noon meridian are displayed in Figure 3. 
over which this data is taken is 29 May-19 June, or the 
same geneTal period as the lower latitude data of Figure 2. 
Comprison of the profiles of Figures 2 and 3 shows that the 
The t i m e  period 
radial extent of observable intensities is - 7 O , W  to 
80,OOO km in bo+h cases but that tlie f’requently irregular 
contours at higher latitudes of Figure 3 axe contrasted with 
the smooth profiles at the lower latitudes of Figure 2. The 
302 G.M. tube counting rate profile obtained with Pioneer 4 
[Van Allen and Frank, 19591 which carried a similarly 
shielded 302 G.M. tube through the day side of the magnetosphere 
is reminiscent of the profiles of 29 Mey, 4 and 10 June 
(Figure 3) with Explorer 14. 
structure of the profiles of electrons (E > 1.6 &V) at the 
higher latitudes fYam ,., X,OOO km to - 80,OOO km nay be 
indicative of a strong acceleration mechanism for energetic 
electrons in tie local day portion of t%e magnetosphere. 
The irregular and variable 
The local-time dependence of the intensities of electrons 
(E > 1.6 MeV) near the geomagaetic. equatorial plane is 
investigated here by inspecting each of the counting rate 
, 
profiles such as those displayed i n  Figures 1 and 2 and deter- 
mining the maximum LWue at which a given omnidirectional 
intensity is observed. 
v&on surface measurements of the geomagnetic f i e ld  is valid 
for organizing the observed spatial distributions of electrons 
the media, Emlue at which a given intensity is  observed 
should be independent o f t h e  local time o f t h e  sa te l l i t e  
position. Figure 4 shows the maxi.rmrm Evalue for which onmi- 
directional intensities of electrons (E > 1.6 MeV) 
Jo = 10 (a - sec)” were observed for  a U  passes 
If the B-L cooldinate system based 
2 2  
25. and for which contir,uous data were available I A4 
through the outer radiation zone, as a f’unction of local t i m e  
of tke measurement; each of the 155 data pints represents 
an individual pass of Ekplorer 14 thrcugh the outer radiation 
zone. 
two-hour median Evalue shows a C O n t i i i 3 Q i  ar,d discernible 
dependence upon l o c a l  time. 
Jo = lo2 (an2 - sec)” at local noon is  L - 10 ard the 
corresponding median Evalue near the local midnight meridian 
is L 1: 8 i n  the vicinity of the georiLagnetic Equator, and the 
temporal variations are fram L - 8 to 11 and frcm L - 5 t o  10, 
respectively. 
,rUthough there is a large scztter of the data, the 
The median L-value for 
 
- - 
Since the time period covered by the observations 
12 
, 
I .  
of Figure 4 is - 10 mnths  and the satel l i te  apogee position 
as a function of local time sweeps slowly fran - 8:00 a t  
launch through local. midnight (late January 1963) t o  - 1 O : O  
in eariy A q p s t ,  it is of interest t o  determine whether a 
variatfon in relative w e t i c  activity is adequate t o  
acc0m-b for the local-time dependence of t h e  median EvaLue 
(Jo = 10 (an - sec)”). In  Figure 5 are plotted the data 
points of Figure 4, one graph showing the m8Jrimum I; value a t  
which Jo = 10 (a2 - sec)” was observed versus the 
. _ L  
2 2  
2 
corresponding I@ daily 8um, %>, and the right-hand 
grsgh showing 41 as a function of local time for each 
observation. 
(cori-esponding medians are given i n  Figure 5 )  which indicates 
that  the observed difference in the median Evalue of the 
intensities of electrons (E > 1.6 MeV), A L  2, i n  the 
solar and aOtisolar d i k c t i G n s  is not a ;oar;ifestation of e 
correlation of geomgnetic activity with local time of the 
These graphs display a scatter of data points 
observation. Roughlythe dqendence of the L-value for 
which Jo = lo2 (a2 - sec)” upon &I is - 0.05 L 
A bclar summa,ry of the median Evalues near the 
magnetic equatorial plane as a function of local time is 
13 
shown in Figure 6 for omnidirectional electron (E > 1.6 MeV) 
intensities Jo = lo2, 3 x 13, 12 m d  10 (an2 - sec)”. 
The largest local-time effect is at the higher Evalues for 
Jo = 10 (cm2 - set)" With a noon-midnight median EpaLue 
difference 
at lower L-values, this effect A i s h e s  with a local-time 
variation A L ., 1 (local noon L - 7, local midnight L 2: 6) 
for m omnidirectional intensity J~ = 10 (an2 - sec)’l. 
!l!he systemstic variation of the median L-value upon local 
time is evident for each of the isoflwc contours of Figrrre 6 
with larger Evalues near local mon with respect to 0bser-m- 
tions near the midnight meridian. 
4 
2 
A L - 2. For higher intensities, and hence 
c 
4 
. 
I 
~ 
I .  
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The present analysis of 155 JiQlorer 14 passes through 
the outer radiation zone near the gemagnetic equator 
( I Am 1 
that, if a B-L coordinate system based upon surf'ace aneasurements 
of the geamagnetic field is used to organize the data, a local- 
time dependeizce of the intensities of electrons (E > 1.6 MeV) 
is observed on Eshells w i t h  L - 6 .  If this joch-time 
dependence is found by d e t e r m i w  the median of a l l  maximum 
frvalues for which Jo = 10 (a2 - sec)", for example, and for 
a given two-hour local-time sector then the maxhm L - 10 
occurs neaz local noon and the minimum L 2: 8 is near the local 
midnight meridian, The magnitue of th i s  ioca3-time variation 
decreases with increasing omnidirectional intersity Jo and for 
2 5 O )  obtained over a period of - 10 months shows 
> 
2 
 
4 = 10 (a2 - sec)-l, & - 7 and - 6 near local noon and JO 
midnight, respectively (refer to sunnnary of m e  6). 
stationary satellite at 6.6 
diurnal intensity variatior! by a factor - 50. 
B-L coordinate system has been used here to organize the 
observations of electrons (E > 1.6 MeV), the data are taken 
near the geomagnetic equator I Am I C 25' 
examinatioii of passes at lower latitudes (refer to Figures 1 
A geo- 
should observe an average 
Although the 
atld detbiled 
and 2) shows that the above Eivalues and the median Edues 
of Figure 6 may be interpreted as the geocentric radial dis- 
tance in earth radii in the -tic equatorial plane to 
the corresponding isoflux contours. Hence the isoflux contour 
Jo = IO2 (ai2 - sec)ol is at - 10 at local noon and draws 
nearer to the earth by - 2 near the geomagnetic equator 
rr t  local midnight. Observed temporal variations in the 
L-values at -&ich a given electron (E > 1.6 MeV) omni- 
directionsl intensity i e  observed are large, frcw L 2: 8 to 3l 
and from L 2: 5 to 10 near the local noon and midnight 
meridigna, reepectiveu, for  J~ = 10 (an2 - set)". The 
measuremente of energetic electrons of similar energies by 
Pioneers 3 and 4 and Explorers 6 and 12 near the getmagnetic 
equator and at various local times (refer t o  discussions given 
in Frank, Van M e n ,  snd Macagno ClS31 and Frank and Van Allen 
[le a]) are consistent with the abuve extensive survey. 
Murnal Variations of the intensities oftrapped energetic 
electron8 (E > 280 keV) at low altitudes - UOO Bm have been 
observed by W i l l i a m s  aed Palmer [19651; for extmple, their 
results show that the position of an isoflux curve at L - 9 
near local noon is at L - 7 near local midnight during 
magnetic quiet in good agreement with the local-tine dependence 
2 
L 
I . 
16 
near the geomagnetic equator as determined by the present 
investigation. 
The present observation of a local-time dependence of 
the intensities of electrons (E > 1.6 &V) i n  the outer 
radiation zone beyond L - 6 near the ge-etic equatorial 
plane is presumably related to  the distortion of the geo- 
magnetic f i e ld  by the solar wind. 
particles i n  a realist ic model of the distorted geomagnetic field 
for L 5 10 shows, for example, that i f  an electron E - 1 MeV 
with second ai2iabatic invariant of motion I = 0 (i.e., mirror- 
ing i n  the geomagnetic equatorisl plane) is ini t idl ly  a t  7.5 % 
a t  the local noon meridian, then the corresponding position 
along its longitudinal drift path a t  local midnight w i l l  be 
a t  - 6 
agreement with our present obsem%ions of the 'rsof'lux 
contours of electrons (E > 1.6 Y~V) o c a  the geomagnetic 
equatorial plane although the extension of the above 
theoretical result for the motion of a s i r - e  particle t o  
the present observation of isoflux curves demands, of 
courseI that realist ic equatorial pitch angle distributions 
as a fbc t ion  of radial distance be assumed i n  order t o  
calculate the isoflux curves i n  a Eloca l  time coordinate 
The motion of charged 
[%nes, 19633 This result is in quantitative 
i -  
17 
, .  system. 
prfmarily a manifestation of the distortion of geomagnetic 
field by the solar wind is based upon the fact that the gradient 
drift velocity is propor t iond  to the  energy of the  particle 
(or mre precisely the first adiabatic invariant p) and for 
chssged particles E 2 1 MeV is considerably larger than the  
&if% expected due t o  electric fields in any reasonable 
current magnetospheric model. A further tacit assumption is 
that rapid radial diffksion and/or a combination of loss arid 
source neclanisms are not effective on a t i m e  scale of the 
longitudinal d r i f t  period in these regions ( 5 10 minutes); 
Le, ,  the electrons a r e  durably trapped i n  the geamegnetic 
field. It is of interest to  note that the termication of 
observable electron (E > 1.6 MeV) intensities (cf. 
Figures 2 and 3) corresponds closely with the position of 
the magnetospheric boundary near the local noorr meridian 
[Frank mxl Van Allen, 1964 bl 
The assrnqption that t h e  obsemdlocal-time effect is 
The radial profiles of the intensities of electrons - 
(E > 1.6 MeV) at law latitudes ( 1  X,! < 25.) which provided 
the above locabtime survey d5scussed above were usually 
characterized by monotically decreasing i n t a i t i e s  beyond 
5 + Obsenrations at higher magnetic latitudes (cf. F’igures 2 
18 
and 3) during local day often displayed s m i ~  Wtip le  peaks 
of intensity f’rm 5 to l2 
acceleration mechanism for energetic outer zone electrons in 
these regions. 
and may reflect an active 
me 3uthor is indebted to Dr. J. A. Van Allen for 
several valuable discussions concerning this research. 
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Figure 1. Relative response of the 302 G.M. tube for several 
passes of Ezplorer 14 through the outer radiation 
zone new the geomagnetic equator. fiocsl %me of t3e 
satel'lite apgee position is - 22:OO. Cosmic ray 
background rate is 1.6 counts (set)". 
Figure 2. Continuation of figme 1 for the period wzlen the 
local time of the satellite o2cjiee 2osition is - 14:OO. 
Figure 3. Continuation of Figure 2 but for passes with higher 
-tic latitudes. 
Figu;re 4. The maxhmm L-va3.w for which an electron 
(E > 1.6 MeV) midirectional intensitp 
2 = 10 (an2 - sec)'l was observed versus the Jc 
l ~ a l  time of the o3servation. 
represents an individual pass of mlorer 14 throw. 
the outer radiation zone (B/Bo 5 2). 
Each h t a  poist 
Figure 5. Scatter plot of parameters associated with the 
observations of Figure Ica 
Left: ILximm -a L-value for which an omnidirectional 
electron (E > 1.6 MeV) intensity Jo = 10 (an2 - sec)-l . 
wm observed versus the correqoridifig Q daily suln 
Right: K versus the local  time for ezcli 
measurement . 
2 
Kp. 
P 
Z5gm-e 6 .  Summsry of the median Gvalcles for omidirectional 
2 2 electron (E > 1.6 MeV) intensities Jo = 10 
12, and IO4 (a2 - set)-' bear the geomsgnetic 
eqm-toridl plane (&!Bo 5 2) for two-hour local-time 
intervals 
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